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Abstract
This paper presents a model theory of lexical semantics that is compatible
with theories in the Montagovian tradition. Lexical expressions are modeled as
subsets or "subspaces" in a "semantic space".
A unique representation is defined for subspaces of the semantic space. Tms
unique representation is called the "normal form" of the lexical denotation. A
Boolean algebra of normal forms is developed, in wmch lexical entailment is
Boolean inclusion.
The presentation in the body of the paper is informal, making use of exam-
ples to illustrate the theory and to indicate the range of applicability. Formal
definitions and proofs in support of the presentation are given in the Appendix.
*School of Computer and Information Science, Syracuse University
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1. Introduction
This paper presents a theory of lexical semantics that is compatible with theories in
the Montagovian tradition [21, 2, 13, 12]. Like Montagovian semantics, it is model-
theoretic. Lexical expressions are modeled as subsets or "subspaces" in a "semantic
space."
Since Montagovian theories treat most lexical items as nonlogical constants having
primitive denotations, the theory presented here can be viewed as an extension of
those theories. The theory is not only relevant to Montagovian semantics, however.
For example, it can also be viewed as an extension of automatic reasoning theo-
ries employing resolution with sorts (e.g., [22]). In this role, the theory provides a
representation in which the subsort and supersort relations are intrinsic.
The presentation in the body of the paper is informal, making use of examples to
illustrate the theory and to indicate the range of applicability. Formal definitions and
proofs in support of the presentation are given in the Appendix.
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2. A Model of Lexical Semantics
The theory is introduced by an example from a traditional domain: English words
for kinship. The kinship vocabulary and its definition, shown in Figure 1, are taken
from Nida [17]. The elements of the vocabulary are listed at the top of the table.
"Diagnostic components," properties that distinguish elements of the vocabulary each
from the other, appear along the left side of the table. The body of the table indicates
which diagnostic components characterize each vocabulary element. This example
is restricted to consanguineal kinship (c-kinship). However, partial consanguineal
relations and affinal relations can be dealt with similarly [18].
C-kinship can be modeled by a relational structure. For example, the denotation of
father is defined by the expressionl father(x, y) +-+ male(x)/\prec(x, y) /\ LO(x, y) where
prec(x, y) asserts that x is of the generation preceding that of y and LO (x, y) asserts a
direct lineal relation between x and y. If male is modified so that male(x, y) is taken to
assert that x is male, and application is defined to distribute over Boolean operations,
the above can be written more compactly father(x,y) +-+ (male/\ prec/\ lO)(x,y). If
all expressions are so treated, the variable symbols are no longer needed. That is,
father +-+ male /\ prec /\ LO conveys the same information. 2
A relation R1 is said to be contained by or included in a relation R2 if for all pairs
(x,y), R1 (x,y) ~ R2(x,y), or in variable-free form, R1 ~ R2 • To illustrate this,
c-kinship can be extended to include the lexical items self, parent, child, sibling
and immediate family, defined as follows:
self +-+ sa me /\ LO
parent +-+ prec /\ LO
child ~ succ /\ LO
1Denotations are written in sans serif type.
2The modification of male is called homogenization by Quine. In terms of Quine's functors, male
has been replaced by inv Pad male. Further discussion of homogenization and its role in elimination
of variables can be found in [19], pp. 283-288.
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sibling +-+ same" Ll
immediate family +-+ LO V(same 1\ Ll)
From the definitions of these new lexical items it can be inferred for example that
sister ---+ sibling, i.e., sister is included in sibling. Similarly, it can be inferred that
sibling --+ immediate family, i.e., sibling is included in immediate family.
This suggests a way to model entailment between lexical items. Using componen-
tial analysis [17] or semantic field analysis [15] one can identify lexical features that
distinguish between members of a set of related lexical items (a "semantic domain"
or "semantic field"). C-kinship is an example. The derived relational structure can
then model the semantic domain, providing denotations for the lexical features and
the lexical items.
The Boolean model cannot express some assertions that can be expressed in first-order
logic. For example, using first-order logic one can assert that the parent relation is
inverse to the child relation:
'Ix'ly[parent(x,y) +-+ child(y,x)]
Or, it can be asserted that the uncle relation entails a brother relation:
'IxVy[uncle(x, y) ~ 3z[brother(x, z)]l
But the Boolean model has the advantage of simplicity: entailment is simply set
inclusion.
Specifically, let H be a set of individuals. The power set 2HxH represents the set
of all binary relations on H. Indeed, a binary relation is typically identified with
the set of pairs that satisfy it. For example, prec is identified with the set {(x,y) E
II x lliprec(x,y)}.
Let S ~ H x II be a subset of consanguineal pairs such that {prec,same,succ} parti-
tions S. That is,
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1. prec U same U succ = S
2. prec n (same U succ) = 0
same n succ = 0
3. prec =f 0
same ¥= 0
succ =F 0
Let {LO,Ll,L2} and {male,female} also partition S.
S can be diagrammed as in Figure 2a Of, to suggest a multidimensional space, as in
Figure 2b. In this multidimensional space, subspaces or subsets are denotations of
c-kinship relations. For example, the subspace parent = prec n LO is the denotation of
parent. When the denotation of a lexical item includes several cells (e.g., cousin=L2),
this is indicated by labeling each of the cells with that lexical item. Some examples
of subspaces are given in Figure 3.
Thus a subspace can be viewed as the extension or meaning of the associated lexi-
cal item. Moreover, relations between subspaces can be viewed as relations between
meanings. Let R 1 and R 2 be any c-kinship lexical items, and R1 and R2 their re-
spective denotations (subspaces). Then R 1 entails R 2 if and only if R1 ~ R2 • That
is, subspace inclusion can be viewed as entailment or meaning inclusion. Similarly,
subspace exclusion (disjointness) can be viewed as contradiction. The intersection of
two subspaces can be viewed as the meaning common to the corresponding lexical
items. In the multidimensional space, inclusion, exclusion, intersection and the like
can be determined quite directly. The examples of Figure 4 illustrate this.
The partitions that subdivide the multidimensional space in the preceding example
have an important property that was not made explicit. Residence in any given
block of the partition {prec,same,succ} does not restrict residence in any block of the
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partition {LO,Ll,L2}. A similar assertion holds for any subset of the three partitions.
This property is called "independence."
More precisely, let B = {Pi Ii E I} be a set of partitions of a set S, where Pi = {pf Ii E
Ji }. Then B will be said to be independent if and only if for any selection of ji E Ji,
for each i E I, niEI pfi is nonempty.3
Independence means that the set of partitions contains no redundancy. Each parti-
tion contributes information in every case. If one visualizes the atomic cells of the
multidimensional space, independence implies that some individuals occupy every
cell. Put another way, no cell represents a logically impossible condition. This is not
to be confused with "lexical gaps," which are breaks in a pattern of related lexical
items [15, 16]. It may be that a particular cell is the denotation of no lexical item;
but it is the denotation of some expression or paraphrase. Thus independence does
not imply no lexical gaps; rather it implies no "logical gaps."
An independent set of partitions of a set S will be called a basis of S. The partitions
of a basis of S define dimensions of S. Their blocks correspond to the coordinate
values. Thus each partition can be viewed as a dimension of meaning. The blocks
can be viewed as mutually antonymous "primitive" meanings.
Geometrically each block can be thought of as a hyperplane orthogonal to a coordinate
axis. These hyperplanes are the simplest subspaces. Next in order of simplicity are
those subspaces that can be expressed as the intersection of such hyperplanes, one or
the union of several from each dimension.
In the c-kinship space defined previously, prec corresponds to a plane orthogonal
to the "generation" axis. The intersection of prec, LO (a plane orthogonal to the
"lineality" axis) and male U fern ale (union of planes orthogonal to the "gender" axis)
3To simplify the present discussion it is assumed that all partitions as well as all sets of partitions
are finite. This assumption is not necessary. Indeed infinite partitions are considered in Section 6.
Finiteness is not assumed in the Appendix.
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is the subspace previously identified as the extension of parent. Such subspaces
will be called "elementary subsets." They are analogous to convex subspaces because
they can have no "inside corners." But they are not exactly convex subspaces because
they need not be connected. Equivalently, a subspace x is an elementary subset if and
only if for some reordering of the blocks of each partition, x becomes a rectangular
polyhedron. Thus parent and cousin are elementary subsets. So is precUsucc, although
not connected. But im mediate family is not an elementary subset. It has inside corners
and so cannot be formed by intersecting sets of planes orthogonal to the coordinate
axes.
More precisely, if B = {Pili E I} is a basis of S where Pi = {111li E Ji}, then an
elementary subset of S relative to the basis B is a subspace x that can be represented
x = nEI UjEJf 111 where Jf ~ Ji . This representation is called the standard form for
x. The conjunct UjEJ~ 111 is called the i-th component of x.
t
Thus the i-th component of an elementary subset is formed by taking the union of
some of the planes orthogonal to the i-th coordinate. The elementary subset is the
intersection of its components.
An equivalent representation is x = nElz UjEJf 111 where i E pc if and only if Jf =1= Ji .
For example, the expression LO represents the same elementary subset that (prec U
sameU suec) n LO n (maleU female) does. This is called the abbreviated standard form
for x.
It is shown in the Appendix that the standard form for elementary subset x is unique.
It follows that the abbreviated standard form is also unique.
The smallest nonempty elementary subsets are the intersections of hyperplanes where
exactly one hyperplane is orthogonal to each coordinate axis. These elementary
subsets are called atoms. For example, father = prec n LO n male is an atom.
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male
female
pree.gen.
same gen.
Sllee.gen.
dir.lin.
once rem.
twice rem.
consang.
affinal
father mother uncle aunt brother sister son daughter nephew niece cousin
x X X X X X
X X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X
X X X X X
X X X X
X X X X X X
X
X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X
Figure 1: Definition of Kinship Relations (from Nida)
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male female
LO
Ll
L2
father self son mother self daughter
uncle brother nephew aunt sister niece
cousin cousin cousin cousin cousin cousin
prec same succ prec same succ
LO
Ll
L2
(a) Planar Representation
female
male
prec same suee
(b) Spatial Representation
Figure 2: C-Kinship as a Multidimensional Space
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(a) parent
(b) immediate family
Figure 3: Subspaces of the C-Kinship Semantic Space
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Example 1. Father entails parent
(1) father I--Jo prec n LO n male
(2) parent ........ pree n LO
(3) pree n LO n male ~ pree n LO
Example 2. Child entails immediate family
(1) child I--Jo suee n LO
(2) immediate family ~ LO Usame n Ll
(3) sueen LO ~ LO ~ LOUsamen Ll
Example 3. Uncle entails --, immediate family
(1) uncle 1--+ pree n Ll n male
(2) immediate family r4 LO U same n Ll
(3) (pree n Ll n male) n (LO U same n Ll)
= (pree n LO n Ll n male) U (pree n same n Ll n male)
=0
Figure 4: Entailment as inclusion
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3. A Normal Form
An arbitrary subspace is a union of elementary subsets. Clearly, any subspace is a
union of atoms. But in general, there are many distinct sets of elementary subsets
each having as its union the same subspace. For example,
{preen LO,samen LO,sueen LO,samen Ll}
{(pree U suee) n LO, same n (LO U Ll)}
{LO,samen Ll}
{LO,samen (LO U Ll)}
are each a set of elementary subsets whose union is immediate family. The last set is
special however in that each of its members is maximal.
If x is an arbitrary subspace and y is an elementary subset contained in x, then y is
maximal in x if no other elementary subset z in x properly contains y. That is, if for
every elementary subset z ~ x, y ~ z ~ x implies z = y, then y is maximal in x.4
It is shown in the Appendix that if x is an arbitrary subspace the set of elementary
subsets that are maximal in x is unique. Thus any subspace is the union of a unique
set of maximal elementary subsets, each of which has a unique standard form. The
set of maximal elementary subsets of a subspace therefore constitutes a unique repre-
sentation or normal form for that subspace. Consequently each extension or meaning
has a normal form.
Continuing the c-kinship example, immediate family has the normal form {LO, samen(LO
ULl)}. Notice that no elementary subset in immediate family properly contains either
of the elementary subsets in the normal form. Moreover, every elementary subset in
immediate family is contained in one of the elementary subsets in the normal form.
The normal form of a subspace x will be denoted N(x).
4It may be helpful for readers familiar with switching theory to think of "maximum elementary
subset" as a generalization of "prime implicant."
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Having defined a normal form for subspaces of the multidimensional space of lexical
meaning, the next task is to identify useful operations under which the set of normal
forms is closed. This will be done by first defining intersection and complement for
elementary subsets. Then these operations are generalized to arbitrary subspaces.
Finally a union operation is defined. The presentation will continue to be informal.
However, the results obtained as well as all subsequent results leading to a Boolean
algebra of normal forms are proved in the Appendix.
In the simple case of elementary subsets, geometric intuition may be invoked. Let
x and y be elementary subsets with standard forms niEI UjEJ~Pi and niEI UjEJ~ pt
• •
respectively. One is easily convinced by geometric considerations that x n y is also
an elementary subset and moreover that its standard form is niEI UJ·EJ~nJ1!Pi. (See. ,
Figure 5 for an example.) That is, intersection of elementary subsets is computed
componentwise. For the simple case where x and yare elementary subsets, define
N(x)/\N(y) = {x}l\{y} = {x n y}.
Now consider the elementary subset Zi = UiE(Ji-Jf) p{. This is the union of hy-
perplanes, orthogonal to the i-th coordinate axis, that do not intersect the elemen-
tary subset x. It is obvious from geometric considerations that x n Zi = 0 (the
null subspace).. This also follows from the previous result, since for each i E I:
Jix n (Ji - JiX) = 0. The distributive law holds for the multidimensional space,
and therefore x n (UiEIZi) = 0 as well. Further, x U (UiEIZi) = 1 (the unit sub-
space, i.e., the denotation of the entire semantic domain under consideration). Thus,
Uiel Zi is the complement of subspace x. (See Figure 6 for an example.) The com-
plement will be written -x. Of course, -x is not in general an elementary subset.
But notice that the Zi for i E IX are maximal in -x and are irredundant. There-
fore, {zili E IX} = N(-x). For the special case where x is an elementary sub-
set, define fV N(x) = {UiE(Ji-Jf)Pili E IX}. Then if x is an elementary subset,
N( -x) ='V N(x).
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At this point, an intersection operation, 1\, and a complement operation, rv, have
been defined for elementary subsets.
Next consider arbitrary subspaces x and y with N(x) = {Xl, X2, • •• ,xm } and N(y) =
{Yl' Y2,· · ., YI}. Since by definition x = Xl U X2 U · · · U X m and y = Yl U Y2 U · · · U YI,
it follows by distributivity that x n Y = Ul$r:Sm,l$q$1 X r n Yq. Each of the X r n Yq is
an elementary subset. Moreover, the set {x r n Yql1 ~ r ~ m, 1 ~ q ~ I} contains
all the maximal elementary subsets in x n y. It does not, however, contain only the
maximal elementary subsets. (For an example, see Figure 7.) Therefore, letting irr
be the operation that removes subsumed elements, N(x n y) = irr{x r n Yqll ~ r :::;
m, 1 ~ q :::; I}. Define N(x)AN(y) = irr{xr n Yqll :::; r :::; m,l :::; q ~ I}. Then the
set of normal forms is closed under 1\ and N(x n y) = N(x)I\N(y).
By De Morgan's law, -x = -Xl n -X2 n···n -xm , where each -Xr is the complement
of an elementary subset, viz., x r • Applying the result for intersection of normal forms,
N( -x) = N( -xI)A··· /\N( -xm ) or rv N(x) =rv N(Xl)A··· A rv N(xm ). Thus ~ is
defined for arbitrary subspaces as well as elementary subsets.
Thus the set of normal forms is closed under a complement operation rv and an
intersection operation /\. Next a union operation for normal forms is defined in
terms of these operations. Since x U y = -(-x n -y) by De Morgan's law, N(x U
y) =""' (~N(x)A rv N(y)). Therefore a union operation for normal forms is defined
N(x)VN(y) = rv (rv N(x)A rv N(y)).
These results may be summarized as follows. Given a multidimensional space of
lexical meaning defined by some basis, the set of normal forms along with operations
/\, V and rv form a Boolean algebra.
Inclusion between normal forms can be defined: N (x) ~ N (y) if and only if N (x )/\N(y )
=N(x). Thus N(x) :::; N(y) is equivalent to x ~ y.
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Two examples based on c-kinship will illustrate these operations. (See Figure 7.)
Each demonstrates computation of a union of subspaces. In both cases the resulting
subspace is immediate family.
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J,X
2
(a) Elementary Subset x
J~
Jf
(b) Elementary Subset y
JX n J'Y2 2
JfnJi
(c) Intersection of x and y
Figure 5: Example of Intersection of Elementary Subsets
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(a) Elementary Subset x
(d) -x = Zl U Z2
Figure 6: Example of Complement of Elementary Subset
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Example 1.
Let N(x) = {LO} and N(y) = {samen Ll}
Then ~ N(x l) y) = {LI U L2}/\{prec U succ, LO U L2}
= irr{L2, (prec U suee) n (Ll U L2)}
Hence N(x u y) = {LO U Ll}J\{LO,same}
= irr{LO,samen (LO U Ll)}
= {LO,samen (LO U Ll)}
The result is the set of maximal elementary subsets of the subspace
immediate family.
Example 2.
Let N(x) = {(precU same) n LO,samen (LO U Ll)} and N(y) = {succn LO}
Then I"V N(x U y) = {succ, Ll U L2}/\ {prec U succ, L2}/\ {prec U same, Ll U L2}
= irr{L2, (prec U same) n L2, (prec U suec) n (Ll U L2),
prec n (LI U L2), suec n L2, suee n (Ll U L2)}
= {L2, (prec U suec) n (Ll U L2)}
Hence N(x u y) = {LO U LI}A {same, LO}
= irr{LO,samen (LO U Ll)}
= {LO, same n (LO U Ll)}
Again the result is the normal form of subspace immediate family.
Figure 7: Boolean Operations on Normal Forms
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4. The Lexicon
Given a set of lexical items, such as the words denoting c-kinship, distinguishing lex-
ical features can be determined by linguistic analysis. These lexical features can then
be organized into sets whose denotations partition the universe modeling the lexical
items. It is possible to select a subset of these partitions that has the property of
independence. Such a set is a basis. It structures the universe to yield a multidi-
mensional space. Subspaces of the multidimensional space are uniquely represented
by normal forms, for which a Boolean algebra can be defined. The multidimensional
space so formed will be called a semantic space.
The structure of a semantic space can be encoded using the index sets {Ji)i E I}.
For example, the standard form (or abbreviated standard form) for an elementary
subset x can be encoded as a sequence of binary strings, the i-th string representing
Jf. The normal form for an arbitrary subspace y can be encoded as the sequence of
codes for its maximal elementary subsets in lexical order ..
Linguistic analysis provides definitions of the lexical items in terms of (specifically,
as Boolean functions of) the lexical features. These definitions can be used to define
a mapping from lexical items to normal forms (or codes for the normal forms) of the
semantic space. This mapping will be called a lexicon for the vocabulary of lexical
items.
Let the mapping be denoted v. Then the following definitions can be made. Relative
to the basis that defines the semantic space, lexical items x and yare synonymous
if and only if v(x) = v(y); x and yare contradictory if and only if v(x)!\v(y) = 0;
x entails y if and only if v(x) S v(y), that is, if and only if v(x)!\v(y) = v(x) or
equivalently, v(x)A rv v(y) = o.
v can be extended to Boolean expressions over lexical items (of the same type) by
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defining v(x or y) = v(x)Vv(y), v(x and y) = v(x)Av(y), and v(not x) =rv v(x).
Definition of a lexicon for c-kinship is given in Figure 8.
It is to be noted that the basis selected for construction of the semantic space of
lexical meaning will determine the precision of the meanings associated with the
lexical items. Therefore, meaning equivalence and meaning inclusion are understood
relative the basis. Equivalence or inclusion relative to a given basis may not hold
relative to a refinement of that basis. Thus a notion of learning or development is
inherent in this theory.
While this approach to lexical semantics seems to have a desirable simplicity, its
expressiveness is limited relative to that of first-order logic. For example, logic permits
assertions such as parent(x, y) +-+ child(y, x) and uncle(x, y) --+ 3z[brother(x, z)). A
semantic space cannot explicitly represent such knowledge. However, as the next
definition of c-kinship demonstrates, it is sometimes possible to implicitly represent
such knowledge.
Consider a set S ~ E x H comprising three generations of blood kin. For i = 1,2,3,
define:
Li = {(x, y) E Sithe join of x and y in the family tree is a distance i from x}
Ri = {(x, y) E Sithe join of x and y in the family tree is a distance i from y}
It will be assumed that S is partitioned by Pt = {LO,Ll,L2}, P2 = {RO,Rl,R3} and
P3 = {m aIe,fema Ie}. As a consequence, B = {Pt , P2, P3} is a basis of S. The semantic
space is shown in Figure 9.
This basis defines a space that is better than the first one in several ways. First, the
meanings are grouped more simply: cousin occupies just two atoms; immediate family
is now an elementary subset, viz., (LO U Ll) n (RO URI). Second, Li n Rj is inverse to
LjnRi. For example, LlnR2 is the extension of uncle or aunt. The inverse c-kinship
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relation is nephew or niece which has the extension L2 nRl. Thus knowledge about
inverse c-kinship relations is implicit in this semantic space. Third, Li n Rj where
i =I 0 =I j implies the existence of a sibling relation.
The basis defining this space and the underlying linguistic analysis seem to more fully
represent the meanings of c-kinship relations. It is likely that a similar circumstance
will obtain in most semantic domains. Therefore, the empirical linguistic analysis
underlying construction of a lexicon seems to be a procedure requiring experience
and good judgment.
For still another basis for c-kinship, see [8], p. 60.
This concludes consideration of the c-kinship domain. It is appropriate to enumerate
the conclusions that can be drawn from this first example.
1. For at least certain semantic domains (kinship being one), linguistic analysis can
provide lexical features that distinguish between nonsynonymous lexical items
in the domain. But a set of lexical features so obtained is not unique. Different
analyses can yield different sets of features and a given set might be judged
"better" than another for any of a variety of as yet unformalized reasons.
2. It is important to note that the lexical features are not lexical items; rather
they are logical predicates. Lexical features may be described by English words
and phrases. Nonetheless they are not to be identified with these words and
phrases. Of course it may happen that a particular lexical item in the domain
also describes a lexical feature. In this case the denotation of the lexical item
and the denotation of the lexical feature coincide.
3. Subdivision of a semantic space is not dependent on the existence of lexical
items. Rather the lexical features subdivide the semantic space. The semantic
space is conceptual. Whether or not a particular concept is lexicalized in En-
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glish has no bearing on the existence of a denotation (i.e., subspace) for that
concept. Analysis of a domain of lexical items should result in distinguish-
ing features that characterize the essential properties of the domain. Thereafter
these lexical features, not the lexical items, are primary. In general, denotations
of lexical items only partially populate the semantic space, with paraphrases,
possibly quite complex, denoting the "gaps." A failure to recognize this distinc-
tion between lexical items (which are basic expressions of the object language)
and lexical features (which are expressions of the metalanguage) can generate
spurIOUS Issues.
4. The lexical features must distinguish between those lexical items intended to
be nonsynonymous, but they need not, and should not, be exhaustive. The
properties not included among the lexical features might be called encyclope-
dic data. Such data properly resides in an encyclopedia, not a lexicon. This
observation is not however to be construed as endorsement of the "minimal
description principal" [9].
5. A set of lexical features can be structured into independent sets of mutually
antonymous sets (called a basis) which can be modeled as orthogonal partitions
of some universe. This model Gall be viewed as an n-dimensional semantic space.
Subspaces of a semantic space can be viewed as denotations of lexical items of
the domain as well as of Boolean expressions in these lexical items.
6. Any subspace has a unique representation with respect to the given basis.
Therefore any lexical expression has a unique representation for its denotation.
This unique representation is called the normal form of the expression.
7. The mapping from lexical expressions to their normal forms is called a lexicon
for the semantic domain.
8. The partial order, viz., inclusion, of normal forms corresponds to hyponymy
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of the corresponding lexical expressions. Thus synonymy, contradiction and
entailment are primitive relations inherent in the lexicon. These relations are
relative to the basis that defines the lexicon. They may change with refinement
or correction of the basis.
9. It is possible to construct distinct lexicons that are equivalent in that they have
the same domain and define the same synonymy, contradiction and entailment
relations.
23
B = {PI, P2, P3}
PI = {pree, same, suee}
P2 = {LO, Ll, L2}
P3 = {male, female}
v: father ~ prec n LO n male
mother.....-t pree n LO n female
uncle t---+ pree n Ll n male
aunt t---+ prec n Ll n female
brother r-+ same n Ll n male
sister 1--+ same n Ll n female
son 1--+ suec n LO n male
daughter H' suec n LO n female
nephew t---+ suec n Ll n male
niece t---+ suec n Ll n female
cousin 1-+ L2
self t---+ same n LO
parent t---+ prec n LO
child t---+ suec n LO
sibling 1--+ same n Ll
immediate family 1--+ LO U same n Ll
Figure 8: Lexicon for C-Kinship
male female
LO
Ll
L2
self father gfather self mother gmother
son brother uncle daughter sister aunt
grandson nephew cousin gdaughter niece cousin
RO Rl R2 RO Rl R2
Figure 9: A Second Basis for C-Kinship
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5.. Extended Bases
Each of the bases considered thus far consists of a single set of partitions. In the
general case, a basis consists of several sets of partitions. The former are called
simple, the latter extended bases. In this section, the way in which extended bases
arise and their structure will be shown by considering another lexical domain: English
verbs of motion. This example will also provide a demonstration that the theory being
developed is not limited to nominal domains.
Intransitive verbs combine with noun phrases to form sentences. In Montagovian
theory intransitive verbs denote subsets of a universe of individuals. The analysis of
this model is taken from Nida [17). Figure 10 lists the lexical features. The index of
a feature in this list will be used as an abbreviation for that feature. For example,
"continuous contact with the surface by one then another limb or set of limbs" will
be abbreviated "E3a." Further, the common prefix of a set of indexes will be used as
an abbreviation for that set. For example, "A" for "{A1a,Alb,Alc,A2,A3}," "AI"
for "{Ala,Alb,Alc}," and so on.
The denotations of lexical features are used to construct the basis for a semantic
space modeling the domain. This construction uses Boolean relationships that exist
between the denotations. In the first example the English descriptions of the lexical
features give this information simply and directly. However the present example is
more complex and the English descriptions alone are not sufficiently precise.. It is
necessary to formalize the definitions of the lexical features. Nida's data must be
extended.
To make the formalization concise, two properties will be implicitly assumed for
all lexical features. First, the denotation of each lexical feature is assumed to be
nonempty. That is, no lexical feature is logically impossible. Second, unless explicitly
stated differently the denotations of each pair of lexical features are assumed to over-
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lap. That is, if X and Yare denotations then X nY, X nY and X nYare nonempty.
Therefore it is required to specify explicitly only inclusion, X ~ Y, and exclusion,
XnY=o.
Since basis construction deals with partitions, the following abbreviation will be con-
venient. {Xl' ... ' Xk } partitions Y or Y is partitioned by {Xl, ... , Xk } abbreviates
Xi n Y =I 0 for 1 ~ i ~ k
Xi n Xj = 0 for 1 ::; i < j ::; k
Y ~ Xl u··· UXk
That is, the restrictions of the Xi to Y form a partition of Y.
Definition of the lexical features for English verbs of motion can now be completed
as follows.
A, 8, and G each partition 1, the unit subspace.
83 ~ G2.
Ci ~ B1 U 82, for i = 1,2.3, and C partitions 81 U 82.
Ci ~ Ala U A2 U A3, for i = 1,213, and C partitions Ala U A2 U A3.
Di ~ Ala U Alb U Ale, for i = 1,2,3, and D partitions Ala U Alb U Ale.
Ei ~ Ala U Alb U Ale, for i = 1.2,3a,3b, and Ei partitions Ala U Alb U Ale.
Fi ~ E2 U E3a U E3b, for i = 1,2 13,4, and F partitions E2 U E3a U E3b.
Fi ~ Cl U (2 U (3, for i = 1,2,3,4, and F partitions (1 U C2 U C3.
With this information construction of the basis can begin. A, 8 and G are partitions
of the unit subspace but they do not form a basis because they are not independent.
Specifically, 8 and G are dependent because 83 ~ G2. A and B, as well as A and
G are independent, however, so either pair is a basis for 1. Let A and G be chosen,
yielding fifteen atoms at, a2, ... , ats. B = {A, G} is called the first level basis.
Next each atom defined by B is examined. Consider atom a6 = Ala n G2. a6 IS
partitioned by S, C, D, and E. While Band C are not independent, B, D, and E are
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and form a basis for a6. This basis, B6 = {B, D, E} is called a second level basis.
5
B6 defines 36 atoms, a6.1, ... ,a6.36. a7 and as are treated similarly.
at = Ala n Gl is partitioned by {Bl,B2}, C, 0, and E, which form an independent
set. They could therefore form a basis. However, for symmetry with B6 , let B1 =
{{Bl,B2}, O,E} be the second level basis for al. B I defines 24 atoms, al.l, · · · ,al.24·
a2, a3, all, a12, and al3 are treated in similar fashion to al.
In this way, fifteen second level bases are defined. Then the second level atoms are
examined. Consider al.l- It is partitioned by C. Thus B1.I = {C}, a third level basis.
at.2, al.9, al.IO, al.17, and at.18 are similar. at.3 is partitioned by C and F. Since these
partitions are independent, the third level basis Bt .3 = {C, F}.
The second level basis B 2 = {{BI, B2}, O,E} defines 24 atoms, but they are not
subdivided by the lexical features.
Continuing in this manner, an extended basis is constructed. The result is a tree
structure, each node being a simple basis. See Figure 11. The internal structure of
these simple bases is shown in Figure 12.
The vocabulary and definitions of vocabulary elements in terms of the lexical features
are shown in Figure 13.6 These data immediately determine v, the lexicon mapping.
For example,
v{climb) = [Ala n G3] n [81 n D1 n E3a] n [C2 n Fl] and
v{fall) = [Ale n G2] n [83 n 02 n El].
As in the first example, the particular lexical features chosen for verbs of motion
constitute only one possible set, which may not be as good as some other. The lexical
features chosen will affect the "quality" of the lexicon. It should be appreciated that
SMore accurately, the restrictions of the elements of B, D and E to a6 form a basis of a6.
6Minor deviations from Nida's data are indicated. These seem to be required by the descriptions
of the lexical features.
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selection of a "good" set of lexical features for a given semantic domain is a difficult
task. Much of Nida's book is devoted to detailing this task. The difficulty can be
illustrated by attempting to add "bounce" to the verbs of motion.
Having a person on a trampoline in mind, one might define bounce as Ala nG3 n82 n
D1 n E1 n C2. However, if one thinks of a ball bouncing on the flOOI, the definition
might be Ala n G3 n 83 n D2 n El. But the inclusion of G3 does not permit use of
the word to describe a ball bouncing off a wall or ceiling!
One might define bounce!, bounce2 and bounce3 to represent these different senses.
But it would be better to admit that the set of lexical features is too limited to
accommodate this new lexical item and should be revised. A possible revision, for
which no claim to quality is made, is the following.
B. Source of energy
1. animate source
2. combination of animate and inanimate sources
3. inanimate source
B'. Form of energy from inanimate source
1. potential energy
a. gravity
b. elastic
c. chemical
d. electrical
2. kinetic energy
3. exchange of potential and kinetic energy
In terms of these revised distinguishing properties, the essence of bounce might be
rendered as Ala n 8'3 n D2 n (El U E2). Further consideration might reveal this set
to be inadequate as well.
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B2 = {A,B,D}
Another example of a verb domain is suggested by Lehrer [15]. It is described as
difficult, perhaps because of the lack of agreement on its semantics, perhaps because,
unlike the verbs of motion, it is abstract. The domain is the English verbs of belief.
In the absence of an analysis of this domain comparable to those used in the previous
examples, data was extracted from Webster's Dictionary of Synonyms [7]. Since this
was carried out by the author of this paper, the expertise that produced analyses of
the previous domains cannot be claimed for this one. Nonetheless, it demonstrates
application of the theory to an abstract domain.
The universe is again a set of individuals, but the subsets represent abstract rather
than physical properties. The lexical features are listed in Figure 14. Using the same
abbreviation conventions as for the previous example, the relations between lexical
features are the following.
C and D each partition 1, the unit subspace.
Ei ~ (1 U Dl, for i = 1,2, and E partitions (1 U Dl.
Ai ~ (2, for i = 1,2,3,4, and A partitions C2.
Bi ~ (2, for i = 1,2,3, and B partitions (2.
Based on this definition, an extended basis for the semantic space is the following.
B = {C}
B1 = {D}
B1.1 = {E}
The lexicon mapping is given in Figure 15. The vocabulary includes those words
considered by Lehrer along with "premise."
As remarked above, the semantics of this domain does not have general consensus.
That given here is only one possible. However the theory is not dependent on the
analysis and the data produced by it. Indeed this must be the case if the theory is
to allow for distinct instantiations of lexical semantics due to subculture, historical
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period, and individual idiosyncrasy (including stages in the development of a language
faculty).
It appears that acquisition of information for construction of a semantic space or a
lexicon is somewhat difficult. It might be supposed that it is subject to error as well.
Therefore if this theory of lexical semantics were realized in a cognitive agent, it is
likely that invalid data would occasionally be used in the construction of the lexicon.
The resulting errors in the lexicon would require eventual correction. These issues are
not addressed in this paper. However, they suggest important directions for extension
of the theory. Specifically, how can incremental extension of the semantic space in
response to acquisition of new semantic data be accomplished? And how can revision
of the semantic space to correct errors resulting from use of invalid data at an earlier
time be accomplished without repeating the entire construction?
Based on the examples of this section, the conclusions of the previous section can be
extended.
10. Verb domains as well as nominal domains permit a linguistic analysis which
can be used to construct a model. Abstract domains, although more difficult
to analyze, can also be modeled.
11. In general, a collection of simple bases (organized in a tree structure called an
extended basis) is required to define a semantic space modeling a lexical domain.
12. Although a formal algorithm for construction of a basis is not given, it is clear
that one could be defined. Important issues not discussed are incremental de-
velopment of bases, and correction of bases constructed from invalid data.
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A. Environment
1. Surfaces
a. Supporting
b. Nonsupporting
c. Between surfaces on different levels
2. Air
3. Water
B. Source of energy
1. Animate being
2. Animate being and gravity
3. Gravity
C. Use of limbs for propulsion
1. All four limbs
2. All limbs normally in contact with supporting surface
(with optional addition of forelimbs for bipeds in climbing)
3. Forelimbs
D. Points of contact with the surface
1. Extremities of the limbs
2. Any parts
3. Continuous series of points
E. Nature of contact with the surface
1. No contact during movement
2. Intermittent contact
3. Continuous contact
a. By one and then another limb or set of limbs
b. By the same or contiguous portion
F. Order of repeated contact between limbs and surface
1. Alternating
2. Variable but rhythmic
3. 1-1-1-1 or 2-2-2-2 or continuous series of short jumps
4. 1-1-2-2-1-1-2-2
G. Directional orientation
1. Indeterminant
2. Down
3. Up
Figure 10: Lexical features for verbs of motion.
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/\ /\ A
B s
/\
Figure 11: The extended basis for verbs of motion.
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Ala Alb Ale A2 A3
G
G
G
1 al a2 a3 a4 as
2 a6 a7 as a9 aID
3 all al2 al3 al4 al5
Basis B
B1 B2 83 B1 82
EI
E201 E3a I------+---t------I
E3b t----+O------Ir----f
El
E2D2E3a 1-------+---1----1
E3b ......-_--+-__......--_.......
El
E2D3E3a I--------+-----If----t
E3b '""--_.........__~_......
Second level basis Bi , i = 6, 7, 8
El
E2D1E3a I--------+----t
E3b ......-_..-+-_--11
El
E2D2E3a 1------+----1
E3b 1---_-+-_---1
El
E2D3E3a I--------+----t
E3b "--_........._~
Second level basis Bi , i = 1, 2, 3, 11, 12, 13
81 82 83 B1 82
I I I I
Second level basis Bi , i = 9,10
(1 (2 (3
Fl
F2
F3
F4
Third level basis B i , i = 6.4,6.5, ...
Second level basis Bi , i = 4,5, 14, 15
(1 (2 C3
Third level basis Bi, i = 4.1,4.2, ...
Figure 12: Internal structure of the bases for verbs of motion.
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climb crawl dance fly fall hop jump roll run sink skip slide swim walk
Ala x x x x x x x x x x
Alb x
Ale x
A2 x
A3 x
Bl x x x x x x x x x x
B2 x x
B3 x x
Cl x * x
C2 x * x x * x x x
C3 x *
Dl x x x x x x x x
D2 x x
D3 x
EI x x
E2 x x x x
E3a * x x x
E3b x x
FI x x x x
F2 x
F3 x
F4 x
Gl x x x x x x x x x x x
G2 x x
G3 x
Figure 13: Definition of verbs of motion. ("x" indicates Nida's data; "*,, indicates
deviations from Nida.)
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A. Source of belief
1. Perception or experience
2. Reason or logic
3. Intuition or self evidence
4. Trust or faith
B. Strength of belief
1. Certitude
2. Partial assent
3. Doubt
C. Hypothetical component
1. Present
2. Absent
D. Deliberate component
1. Present
2. Absent
E. Formality
1. Formal
2. Informal
Figure 14: Lexical features for verbs of belief.
B= {C}
B1 = {D}
Blot = {E}
B 2 = {A,8,D}
v: assume I--t C1
presume 1-+ C2 n (AI U A2) n (81 U 82)
postulate I--t Cl n Dl n El
posit H- C2 n 81 n D1
premise H- C2 n 81 n Dl) n (AI U A2 U A3)
presuppose r-+ Cl U C2 n (Bl U 82)
suppose I--t Cl n Dl
take for granted 1-+ C2 n Bl
guess 1-+ C2 n 82 n Dl
know 1-+ C2 n Bl n (AI U A2 U A3)
think 1-+ C2 n (Bl U 82) n (AI U A2 U A3)
doubt t-+ C2 n 83
Figure 15: Lexicon for verbs of belief
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6. Logical Domains
The domains dealt with thus far are empirical in nature. That is, their models are
based on empirical data about language use by native speakers. Following the termi-
nology of model theory, these domains will be called nonlogical domains. In contrast
to these are lexical items that convey the logical structure of English. Examples are
determiners and pronouns. These will be called logical domains. It is clear that the
source of data defining these domains is principally derived from a theoretic under-
standing of English semantics and the logic of thought.
The first logical domain to be considered is determiners. Syntactically determiners
combine with phrases exemplified by common nouns to yield noun phrases. Seman-
tically determiners denote binary relations on the power set of the model universe.
Thus if A and B denote subsets of the universe and D is a determiner, DAB asserts
that subset A stands in the D relation to subset B. For example, all men are mortal
denotes all men mortal, i.e., men stands in the inclusion relation to mortal.
Construction of a basis for this domain will be only partial, leaving some subspaces
undecomposed. For the subspace of quantifiers, two subbases will be considered.
A broad subdivision of the domain contrasts count and mass determiners, denoting
discrete and continuous relations respectively. An extensive catalog of count deter-
miners can be found in [14]. The first level basis B then consists of the single partition
P = {count, mass}. Only atom at will be decomposed. But first some properties of
count determiners are defined.
If, for all subsets A and B, DAB is equivalent to DA(B n A), then D is said to be
conservative. If the assertion remains true when restricted to any universe containing
A, then D is said to possess the extension property. If the truth of DAB depends only
upon the numbers of individuals in the subsets defined by A and B (viz., I A - B I,
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IA n B I, I B - A I, and I""' (A U B) I), then D is said to possess the quantity
property. Count determiners that possess all three properties are called quantifiers.
These constitute an important and interesting subset. (See [3].)
The quantifiers and nonquantifiers are used to construct a second level basis, viz.,
B I = {Pt} where Pt = {quant, nonquant}. Among the nonquantifiers are the defi-
nite determiners: the, both, that, these, etc. On one view, these determiners are
context indicators that function to restrict the universe [23]. Possessives are also non-
quantifiers since they do not satisfy' quantity. A subbasis for al.I will be constructed
next.
Quantifiers are subdivided by a number of properties, such as monotonicity (left,
right, upward, downward), continuity, first-order definability, symmetry and transi-
tivity [3, 4]. The most important are the monotonicity properties, denoted i MON,
1 MON, MON j, and MON 1, which will be used to construct an extended basis
for aI.I. But first, to achieve independence, al.l is partitioned into trivial and non-
trivial quantifiers. The trivial quantifiers are the empty and universal quantifiers.
Therefore B I .t = {Pt .t } where PI .I = {triv, nontriv}. Then al.l.2 is partitioned into
quantifiers that have and those that do not have the variety property. A quanti-
fier D has the variety property if and only if for nonempty A there are Sand S'
such that DAB and ,DAB'; i.e., the second argument makes a difference. Exam-
ples of determiners D not having the variety property are there are at least n A,
there are at most n A, and there are exactly n A. Therefore Bt .I .2 = {Pt.I.2},
where PI .t .2 = {var, nonvar}.
Now al.I.2.l can be decomposed by B1.l .2.t = {PI.I.2.ltI,Pt.1.2.1,2}, where Pl.l.2.I,t = {i
MON,! MON, I MON} and P1.1.2.l ,2 = {MON i, MON !, MON I}. (I indicates absence
of either upward or downward monotonicity.) Pl.l.2.1,1 and Pl.l.2.1,2 are independent
because each atom defined by B I .I .2.1 is populated. For example, al.I.2.1.1, ... , al.I.2.l.9
contain, respectively, denotations of some, all, most, not all, no, less than half,
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at least m are and at least n are not, at most m are and at most n are not,
and exactly n.
Finally, consider atom at.l.2.1.t, containing denotations of i MON i quantifiers. These
quantifiers are all disjunctions of quantifiers of the form there are at least m A,
and at least n of them are B.
This is enough of a complete extended basis to show that the space of determiners can
be partitioned by important properties but that these properties are interrelated in
complex ways. An alternative, and in some ways more natural basis for at.t is defined
by the van Benthem "tree of numbers" [4], which can be described as follows. As a
consequence of D possessing the properties of conservativity, extension and quantity,
DAB only depends on I A - B I and I An B I. That is, the truth of DAB depends
on whether the pair of integers (I A - B 1,1 An B I) is appropriate or not. Therefore
the quantifiers can be modeled in the universe N x N (the tree of numbers) where
N is the nonnegative integers. Each quantifier denotes a subset of this universe. Let
PI = {{i} x N liE N} and P2 = {N x {j} I j EN}. Then Pt and P2 are independent
and form a basis B = {PI, P2} which will be referred to as the Bentham basis.
This semantic space contrasts in several respects with those considered in previous
sections. The universes in which previous semantic domains were interpreted could
he thought of as individuals or tuples of individuals. Partitions of the universes were
finite and unordered. But the lexical items in those domains denote properties of indi-
viduals (e.g., people). Determiners, by contrast, denote relations between properties
of individuals. It is to be expected therefore that the universe in which determiners
are interpreted will be different, and indeed it is. The Benthem universe is an ab-
stract numerical structure. Its partitions are infinite (each indexed by N) and totally
ordered. This semantic space represents the essential semantic properties of a special
class of relations. The atoms of this semantic space are tuples (m, n) of integers. If
determiner D denotes (m, n), then DAB can be rendered exactly n A's are B's
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and exactly m A's are not B's.
Examples of subspaces of the semantic space defined by B are the following.
all denotes ({O} x N) n (N x N), or equivalently {OJ x N.
at least three denotes N x Uj>3{j}.
between five and ten denotes N x {5, 6,7,8,9, 10}.
These are all elementary subsets.
Among quantifiers that are not first-order definable, it is interesting that
an odd number of denoting N x UjeN{2j + I},
is an elementary subset, while
more than half which denotes [{OJ x Uj>l {j}]U [{I} X Uj>2{j}]U ...,- -
is not an elementary subset.
The Benthem basis does not differentiate between some lexical items generally con-
sidered nonsynonymous however. For example, all, every and each denote the same
subspace, viz., {OJ xN. But, as Nida ([17], p. 106) points out, these lexical items differ
in the component of "distribution." That is, all men conveys totality, every man
conveys partial distribution, and each man conveys distribution. Even the latter can
be refined to convey more or less distribution as shown by the phrases each man,
each of the men and each one of the men.
Let P3 = {total,partially distributed,distributed} be another partition of the quantifier
semantic space. Assume, to permit further illustration of the theory, that P3 is
independent of the Benthem basis. Then B' = {PI, P2' P3 } is a refinement of the
Benthem basis. Thus, for example, in the refined space
all denotes {OJ x N x {total}.
It is likely that other lexical features are also necessary to adequately refine the
Benthem basis.
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If certain properties of quantifiers, such as monotonicity, are not used to partition
the space, they might be ascertained in either of two ways. First, whether a lexical
item has a particular property might be inferred from its denotation. For example,
assuming the Benthem basis, downward left monotonicity is present if and only if
given any point (x, y) in the subspace, all points (x', y) for x' ::;: x and (x, y') for
y' ~ yare also in the subspace. Second, the denotation of a lexical item might be
used (as a key or pointer) to enter an encyclopedia that would provide the desired
information.
A second example of a logical domain is provided by the pronouns. According to
Montagovian theory, pronouns function as variables. But an English pronoun differs
from a variable of the predicate calculus in that it possesses a sort that restricts the
context in which it may occur and the binding that it may receive. For example, he,
him, or his can bind only to a noun phrase having masculine gender and singular
number. As a result of the binding, the pronoun acquires the denotation of a noun
phrase or a possessive determiner, and can play the semantic role of a nominative
noun phrase, objective noun phrase, or possessive determiner, respectively.
It must be emphasized that pronouns (like variables) do not denote individuals, sets
of individuals or relations between sets of individuals. They are logical entities that
can acquire indirect denotations of those kinds through binding to noun phrases. The
only properties possessed by pronouns, other than the property of being a pronoun,
relate to their sorts. Therefore the universe in which they are interpreted is abstract,
consisting of elements that represent various combinations of logical and syntactic
sorts.
The relevant lexical features are identified by logical and syntactic analysis. For the
domain of personal and possessive pronouns they are listed in Figure 16.
The lexical features are related as follows.
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A, Band C each partition 1.
Di ~ A3 n Bl, for i = 1,2,3, and D partitions A3 n 81.
A basis and lexicon is constructed as before. The result is shown in Figure 17. The
subscripts are used to make homonyms distinct.
Based on these examples of logical domains, the conclusions drawn in previous sections
are extended as follows.
13. In addition to the nonlogical domains of nouns and verbs, logical domains such
as determiners and pronouns can be accommodated by this theory of lexical
semantics.
14. Models for the logical lexical domains are abstract logical or mathematical struc-
tures. They may be infinite as well as finite. The partitions may be ordered as
well as unordered.
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A. Person
1. First
2. Second
3. Third
B. Number
1. Singular
2. Plural
C. Case
1. Nominative
2. Objective
3. Possessive
D. Gender
1. Masculine
2. Feminine
3. Neuter
Figure 16: Lexical features for pronouns.
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B = {A,B,C}
B7 = {D} Bs = {D} Bg = {D}
v: 1..-. Al n 81 n (1
you} ~ A2 n 81 n (1
he ....,. A3 n 81 n (1 n Dl
she ~ A3 n Bl n (1 n D2
itt ~ A3 n 81 n (1 n D3
we ~ At n 82 n (1
yOU2 ....,. A2 n 82 n (1
they ~ A3 n 82 n C1
me ~ Al n 81 n (2
yOU3 ~ A2 n 81 n C2
him ~ A3 n BIn (2 n D1
hert ....,. A3 n 81 n (2 n D2
it2 ~ A3 n 81 n C2 n D3
us ~ Al n 82 n (2
yOU4 t-+ A2 n 82 n C2
them ~ A3 n 82 n (2
my ~ Al n 81 n C3
yourt ~ A2 n Bl n C3
his f--+. A3 n 81 n C3 n Dl
her2 ~ A3 n Bl n C3 n D2
its ~ A3 n 81 n (3 n D3
our f--+. Ai n 82 n C3
your2 ~ A2 n 82 n C3
their 1-7 A3 n 82 n C3
Figure 17: Lexicon for pronouns.
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7. Conclusion
A complete lexicon for English would incorporate a variety of lexical domains. Some
idea of its extent is conveyed by the semantic domains defined by Nida for classification
of lexical meaning of Koine Greek [1 7]. This classification may not be ideal data for
construction of an extended basis. It might yield a poorly structured space as did the
initial classification of c-kinship. It does however illustrate the embedding of semantic
domains starting with the most general.
A sampling of the highest levels is given below. For more detail one can consult [17]
and further references given there.
1. Entities
(a) Inanimate
1. Natural
A. Geographical
B. Natural substances
C. Flora and plant products
11. Manufactured or constructed
A. Artifacts
B. Processed substances
C. Constructions
(b) Animate
1. Animals, birds, insects
11. Humans
A. Generic and distinctions by age and sex
B. Kinship
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c. Groups
D. Body, body parts and body products
iii. Supernatural powers or beings
2. Events
(a) Physical
(b) Physiological
(c) Sensory
(d) Emotive
etc.
3. Abstracts
(a) Time
(b) Distance
(c) Volume
(d) Velocity
etc.
4. Relationals
(a) Spatial
(b) Temporal
(c) Deictic
(d) Logical
etc.
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Of course even a space of lexical meaning of the scope suggested by this classification
will not express certain kinds of knowledge about lexical entities. This additional
knowledge might be called "encyclopedic" information. For example, father (in
the c-kinship sense) is adequately defined as a relation of direct lineality between
persons in which the first person is male and of the generation preceding that of
the second person. That the first person is typically also a husband, that a strong
emotional bond usually exists between the first and second persons, that the first
person is believed to "know best" in matters affecting the second person, etc. can be
considered encyclopedic information, neither necessary nor appropriate for a lexicon.
If the lexicon is adequate to distinguish the meanings denoted by the lexical items in
its vocabulary, then the unique representations provided by the lexicon can serve as
references to such encyclopedic knowledge.
Therefore it seems reasonable that a lexicon, as defined here, will be only one com-
ponent of the total lexical knowledge of a natural language faculty. An encyclopedic
knowledge base is another. Other components such as a morphological analyzer (e.g.,
see [5, 6, 12]) will also be necessary.
The role of lexical knowledge in language understanding is an important one. To
see this, consider the simple sentences Mary loves every man who loves her and
An actor adores Mary. These sentences entail Mary loves an actor, but only in
the presence of lexical knowledge. Using the Logic of Generalized Quantifiers (L(GQ))
(2], this can be demonstrated as follows.
all x[man(x) /\ love(x,m)] y[love(m,y)]
some actor y[adore(y, m)]
some actor y[love(y, m)]
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premIse
premise
v(adore) ~ v(love) (lexical knowledge)
some is right upward monotonic
(lexical knowledge)
some actor y[love(m, y)]
some actor y[love(y, m) /\ actor(y)] some is conservative (lexical knowledge)
all x[actor(x) /\ love(x, m)] y[love(m, y)] v(actor) ~ v(man) (lexical knowledge)
all is left downward monotonic
(lexical knowledge)
some is right upward monotonic
(lexical knowledge)
allAB {:} v(A) ~ v(B) (lexical knowledge)
A lexicon as defined here provides entailment (i.e., meaning inclusion) directly. It
may provide more. A set of lexical features denoting a partition is similar in many
respects to a "contrast set." Grandy [10] argues that membership in a contrast set
is an essential part of the meaning of a lexical item and that semantic phenomena
such as metaphor and question are best understood in terms of contrast sets. The
representation in a semantic space may therefore provide more than direct entail-
ment. It may also provide the kind of contextual data thought to explain the above
phenomena.
In addition to an explanatory role, a theory can sometimes provide a basis for im-
plementing the capabilities it purports to explain. It might be of interest to examine
the practical aspects of the theory of lexical semantics presented here. Lexicons of
the kind described have direct application to mechanical reasoning.
An important issue is the complexity of the structures and operations involved. First
it can be stated that construction of a basis for a given semantic domain is NP-hard
since the Boolean Satisfiability Problem (SAT) reduces to the problem of basis con-
struction. Two observations are relevant here. First, exponentially complex computa-
tions are infeasible only if the size of the input is large. An exponential computation
may be more efficient than a polynomial computation on small quantities of data.
Semantic domains seem to be small. A similar observation holds for many human
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capabilities. Second, the construction of a basis is performed only once (to create a
lexicon) or is performed incrementally (to evolve a lexicon).
By the same reasoning, computation of the normal form of an arbitrary lexical expres-
sion is NP-hard. A similar observation with regard to size is relevant. With regard
to complexity, semantic spaces, as representations for lexical semantics, fare no worse
than logic or semantic nets.
However, many useful computations are of polynomial complexity. Witness the
L(GQ) example above and the examples of Figure 4. These exemplify the kind of
reasoning that occurs routinely in natural language understanding and generation.
The simplest kind of reasoning is the traditional syllogistic. In this formalism, all
A are B if v(A) ~ v(B); and some A are B if v(A) n v(B) =I o. An extension
of traditional syllogistic reasoning is found in Sommers' Term Calculus [20]. In this
logic as well as in the Logic of Generalized Quantifiers monotonicity properties play
a central role. The partial order provided by the lexicon directly supports inference
based on monotonicity.
There is this difference between semantic spaces and other representations. The
independence of the dimensions of a semantic space makes all operations inherently
parallel, making this approach well matched to the resources of advanced computer
systems.
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Appendix
This appendix formalizes the definitions given in the body of the paper, and gives
proofs for the claims made there. The first section deals with the semantic space as a
model for lexical domains. The second section defines the normal form of subspaces
and develops a Boolean algebra of normal forms.
AI. Semantic Space
Let S be a nonempty set and Su be the power set of S .. Su is viewed as the set of
properties of the members of S.
DEFINITION 1 Let {pi Ii E J} be a subset of Su and P be a function from 2J into Su
such that/or any JI ~ J, P(J'):= U{pili E J'}.7 Ilj E J, P({j}) is written P(j).
P is called a partition of S if it satisfies:
(i) P(J) = S
(ii) P(JI) = 0 iff JI = 0
(iii) VJ', JII E 2J : P(J') n P(1") = P(JI n JII)
This definition is equivalent to the one used in the body of the paper. It is introduced
here because it results in more succinct expressions. However, where convenient the
usual notation P = {pi Ij E J} will also be used.
DEFINITION 2 Let B = {Pili E IB } be a set of partitions of S. A subset x of S is
called an elementary subset of S defined by B if it can be written x = niE1il Pi (JiX)
where IB~ IB is finite.
7The notation "X := Y" means that X is defined to be equal to Y; "X :<=> Y" means that X is
defined to be logically equivalent to Y; etc.
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Notice that niEIsPi(Jf) = niEIB Pi(Jf) where Vi ¢ IB: Ji := Ji . The latter form is
called the standard jorm for x relative to B. The former form is called the abbreviated
standard form for x relative to B. The conjunct Pi(JiX) is called the ith component
of x. The set of all elementary subsets defined by B is denoted EsB •
LEMMA 3 Let B = {Pili E IB } be a set of partitions of S and x = niEIB Pi(Jf),
y = niEIB Pi(JiY) be elementary subsets ofS defined by B. Then xny is an elementary
subset and x n y = niEIB Pi(Ji n Jr).
proof: xny = (niEIB Pi (JiX))n (niEIB Pi(Jr)) = niEIB(Pi(JiX)nPi(Jl)) = niEIB Pi (Jjx
nJi
Y
) by Definition 1. 0
Thus intersection of elementary subsets is computed componentwise. Since ESB is
closed under set intersection, it forms a meet semilattice, ordered by set inclusion,
denoted ESB. It has the zero element 0 and the unit element S, denoted 0 and 1
respectively.
Let SUB be the closure of ESB under finite set union. Then SUB forms a lattice, de-
noted SUB. Since it is a sublattice of the subset lattice formed by Su, it is distributive.
ESB is embedded as a meet semilattice in SUB.
DEFINITION 4 Let B = {Pili E IB } be a set of partitions of S. B is called a basis of
S ifVx = niEr~ Pi(Jf) E ESB : x = 0 iff3i E IE : Jf = 0.
B
LEMMA 5 Let B be a basis of S and x = niEIB Pi ( Jf) be a nonzero elementary subset.
Let q E IE and r E Jq • Then Pq(r) n x # 0 iffr E J;.
proof: Since B is a basis, x # 0 iff Vi E IB Jix # 0. Then Pq(r) n x # 0 iff
{ r } n J: # 0, ie., iff r E J:. 0
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THEOREM 6 Let B be a basis of S and x = niEIB PieJiX) be a nonzero elementary
subset. Then the standard form for x relative to B is unique. It follows that the
abbreviated standard form for x is unique as well.
proof: Suppose that niEIB P(Jl) and niEIB P(J;) are standard forms for x. Let
q E IB and r E (J: EB J;). By Lemma 5, r E J: iff Pq(r) n x =I 0 iff r E J;. Therefore
J: EB J; = 0 and the two standard forms are identical. 0
LEMMA 7 Let B be a basis of S and x = niEIB Pi (Ji), y = niEIB Pi(Jf) be nonzero
elementary subsets of S defined by B. Then x ~ y iffVi E IB : Jf ~ Jr. Equivalently,
x C y iff /Y C IX A Vi E IY : J~ C JY.- B- B B t - t
proof: x ~ y iff x n y = x. x n Y = niEIB Pj(Jf n Jr) by Lemma 3. Since the
standard form is unique (Theorem 6), Vi E IB : Jix n Jr = Jix. I.e., Jix ~ JiY • 0
EXAMPLE. Let S = N, the non-negative integers. Let PI = {{iii = 0, mod4},
{i(i = 1,mod4}, {iii = 2,mod4}, {iii = 3,mod4}} and P2 = {{ilis-prime(i)}, {i(-,is-
prime(i)} }. Then PI and P2 are partitions of S. But note that pt np~ = 0 since the
conjunction i = 0, mod4 /\ is-prime(i) is logically impossible. Thus, while PI and P2
are partitions of S, {PI, P2} is not a basis of S.
EXAMPLE. Let S = N+, the positive integers, and let 7ri denote the ith prime. Let
B == {Pili E IB }, where IB = N+. Let Pi = {111lj E Ji} where Ji = N. Let 111 = {n E
Sldivides(1rl,n) /\ -,divides(7rl+ I ,n)} for j =I 0, and p? = {n E SI-,divides(1ri,n)}.
Then B is a basis of S.
If x and yare elements of Esn, y covers x, written x -< y, iff Vz E Esn : x < z ~ y
implies z = y. x is an atom iff 0 -< x.
It is not necessary that atoms exist in EsB . In the second example above, ESB has
no atoms.
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Let P be a partition of Y ~ S and let X ~ Y. Define the restriction of P to X:
Pix (Jl) := P(Jl) n X. Note that Pix may fail to be a partition of X because
it does not satisfy the conditions of Definition 1. Let B = {Pili E IB } be a basis of
Y. Define the restriction of B to X: B ix:= {Pi ix Ii E IB }. B ix may fail to be
a basis of X because some Pi i X is not a partition of X or because the condition of
Definition 4 is not satisfied.
Let ESB be the set of elementary subsets defined by basis Band al, a2 be atoms of
ESB. Let B' be a basis of X ~ S such that B' n B = 0. Suppose that B' i at is a
basis of al but B' i a2 is not a basis of a2. It may be that B' defines properties that
are relevant to members of al but inconsistent with members of a2.. For example,
properties peculiar to animate entities would be inconsistent if applied to inanimate
entities ..
Let B' i at = B1 · B l determines a semilattice of elementary subsets, ESBI , with unit
element al .. Band B' together determine a combined semilattice EsB, where ESB is
embedded in the interval [0, 1] and ESB} is embedded in the interval [0, al] such that
the covering relation is preserved for all nonzero elements.
EXAMPLE. Let B = {Pt ,P2}, Pl = {NT,T}, P2 = {NP,P}. Suppose that B' =
{Ql,Q2}, where Ql = {SL, PH} and Q2 = {NTT,TT}, and that B'ia3 and B'la•
are bases of a3 and a4, respectively.. Suppose further that B' i at and B' i a2 are not
bases. The resulting partitions of S form three bases: one first level basis and two
second level bases .. They can be diagrammed as shown in Figure 18 .. 8
This situation is generalized as follows. Let T be a tree indexing defined in the usual
way: (i) T C N+, where N+ denotes the positive integers and * denotes the Kleene
closure; (ii) a, f3 E N+ and a.{3 E T implies a E T; (iii) a EN:+., b E N+ and a.b E T
8This example is part of an example in [17] dealing with nouns denoting rigid fasteners. The
distinguishing properties are: not threaded (NT), threaded (T), not pointed (NP), pointed (P)~ slot
drive (SL), Phillips drive (PH)~ not threaded to top (NTT) and threaded to top (TT).
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implies Vc E N+: c < b => a.c E T.
Let B = {Bexla E T} be a system of bases such that B = Be is a basis of S (f denotes
the empty string) and Bo.b is a basis of aa.b, an atom of ESBa • 8 is called an extended
basis of S.
Define ESB := UexETEsBa • Set intersection is given as follows. Let a,{3 E T,
x = niEIB", Pa,j{J:,i) and y = niEIBIJ Pp,i(Jp,i)' Then
xny:=
niEIBa Pcx,i( J~,i n J~,i)
x
y
o
if Q = {3
if a = f3.b., and y n ap.b = a{3.b
if {3 = a.b., and x n aex.b = aex.b
otherwise
Thus ESB forms a meet semilattice, denoted EsB. As before, ESBa is embedded in
[0, acx ] such that the covering relation is preserved for all nonzero elements. ae = a is
taken to be 1; thus ESB is embedded in [0, 1].
Let SUB be the closure of ESB under finite set union. Then SU8 is a distributive
lattice. The (possibly empty) set A of atoms of SUB consists of atoms defined by
bases in B and not further decomposed. That is, an atom aex.b defined by basis
B cx E B is an atom of SUB just in case a is maximal in T (i.e., a.l t/. T).
SUB can be visualized as a space of dimension equal to the cardinality of lB. The Pi(j)
are coordinate values that define hyperplanes in this space. Each Pi E B is regarded as
a "dimension of meaning". The Pi(j) are mutually antonymous "primitive meanings."
Elementary subsets are the elementary concepts, defined by these primitive meanings,
from which arbitrarily complex (finite) concepts can be constructed.
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A2. Normal Form
In this section a unique representation, or normal form, for elements of SUB is defined.
Then an algebra of normal forms is defined.
An elementary subset x is maximal in y E SUB iff x ~ y and for any elementary
subset z, x ~ z ~ y implies z = x. The properties of maximal elementary subsets
will be developed in a lattice (the ideal lattice) in which the elementary subsets are
distinguished elements.
DEFINITION 8 Let X ~ EsB • The order ideal generated by X is defined I(X) :=
{y E ESB - {O}ly ~ x for some x E X}. If X = {x} then I(X) is principal and is
written I{x). If X is finite then I{X) is finitely generated.
Since unions and intersections of order ideals are again order ideals, the set of all
order ideals ordered by set inclusion is a lattice. This lattice is called the ideal lattice
of EsB • It contains the zero element 0 and unit element ESB - {OJ. The finitely
generated ideals of ESB form a sublattice, denoted H B , of the ideal lattice. Since H B
is a sublattice of 2EsB -{O}, it is a distributive lattice. ESB is embedded as a meet
semilattice in HB by the mapping x 1--+ I(x).
The next three paragraphs review relevant facts from lattice theory about finite de-
composition [1, 11].
Let L be a lattice. An element x E L is (join) irreducible iffVy, z E L: x = yUz implies
either x = y or x = z. An expression x = XlU·· ·UXk, where Xl, ••• , Xk are irreducible,
is a (finite) decomposition of x. If no Xk can be eliminated, the decomposition is
irredundant. If x has a decomposition, it has an irredundant decomposition, formed
by deleting superfluous elements.
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Now let L be a distributive lattice. If x E L is irreducible and x ~ Xl U · · · U Xk,
where Xl, ... , XI: are arbitrary elements, then x ~ X q for some q, 1 ::; q ::; k. Since L
is distributive, x = x n (Xl U · · · U XI:) = X n Xl U · · · U x n X/t:. Since x is irreducible,
I
3q : x = X n X q• Thus X ::; X q •
If x E L has an irredundant decomposition, it is unique. Suppose x has two distinct
irredundant decompositions x = Xl U · · · U Xk = Yl U · · · U VI. Let X q f/. {YI,. · ., YI}.
Then X q ::; YI U · · · U YI implying 3r : X q ~ Yr. Similarly, Yr ::; Xl U · · · U Xk which
implies 3t : Yr ::; Xt. Thus x q ::; Yr ::; Xt yielding a contradiction since t = q implies
that x q = Yr and t =F q implies tha.t x q is redundant.
Since H B and SUB are distributive lattices, all the above results apply.
The irreducible elements of H B are precisely the principal ideals, i.e., the images
of elementary subsets. To see this, consider nonzero ideal I(X) E HB where X ~
ESB - {O}. Then z -< I(X) iff z = I(X) - {x} for x E X. Therefore I(X) is
irreducible iff I(X) = I(x) for x E ESB - {OJ, i.e., iff I(X) is principal.
Every element x of H B is a finitely generated ideal. Let x = I({xl' ... ,Xk}). Then
x = I(Xl) U · · · U I(Xk) is a decomposition of x. By the above results, x has a unique
irredundant decomposition. In the sequel it will be assumed that the generators given
for an element of H B are irredundant and therefore unique.
DEFINITION 9 Let x E H B . The pseudocomplement of x is that element x* E H B
such that Vy E H 8 : y n x = 0 iff y ~ x*. Thus) if it exists, x· := sup{y E HBlx n y =
OJ.
Because of the structure of H B , the pseudocomplement relative to an interval is useful.
DEFINITION 10 Let B be a system of bases with domain T. Let a = (3.b E T, acr be
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an atom defined by basis B/3 and x E [0, aa]. Then the pseudocomplement of x in
[0, aa] is defined x~ := sup{y E [0, aaJlx n y = O}.
LEMMA 11 Let a = b1 .b2•••• .bm • Then x* = Uk=l(abl~ ...~bk)bl~~.~~bk_l U x~. (Note that
bo is interpreted as the empty string, f.)
proof: Let a = {3.b. Then it follows from sup{y E [O,a,a]lx n y = O} = sup{y E
[0, aa] Ix n y = O}U sup{y E [0, a/3] lacy n y = O} that xp = (aCt)p U x~. The lemma
follows by induction. 0
It will now be shown that H B is pseudocomplemented.
LEMMA 12 Every irreducible element of H B has a pseudocomplement.
proof: First consider the pseudocomplement in an interval with a single basis B.
Let lex) be the principal ideal generated by x = niElz P(JiX) E EsB • Define Zi :=
B
P(Ji - JiX) E EsB . Then by Lemma 3, x n Zi = 0 for all i E lB- Moreover, if
y E ESB such that x n y = 0 then 3i E IB : Y ~ Zi • Since ESB is embedded in HB
as a meet semilattice, l(x) n I(zi) = 0 for all i E IE also. By distributivity of HB,
lex) n [UiEIBI(Zi)] = o.
Let I({Yl' ... ,Yl}) E H B be an arbitrary nonzero element such that x n y = o. By
distributivity, I(x) n I(Yr) = 0 for all 1 ~ r ~ 1, and hence x n Yr = 0 in ESB.
Then 3i E IE : Yr ~ Zi. Therefore \lr : I(Yr) ~ UiEIB I(zi), and so I({Yl' - · · ,Yl}) ~
UiEIs I(zi). Consequently UiEIBI(zi) is the pseudocomplement of I(x).
The general case is similar. Let l(x) be the principal ideal generated by niEIB
a
Pa,i(J:,i)
E EsB, where a = bt .b2•••• .bm . Then by Lemma 11, l(x)* = Uk=t l(abt .....bk)bt .....bk_l U
lex): = Uk=l[UEIBbj .....bk_l l(Pbl .....bk_1AJbl .....bk_1ti-J~~:::;,·:~1ti»] u [UiEI~.. l(PaAJa,i-
J~,i))]. 0
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THEOREM 13 H B is a pseudocomplemented lattice.
proof: Consider an arbitrary x E HB • Let x = Xl U · · · U Xk be its decomposition.
(i) x n (xi n ··· n Xk) = (Xl U · · · U Xk) n (xi n ···n Xk) = (Xl n xi n ·· ·n Xk) U · · · U
(Xk n xi n ··· n xk) = 0
(ii) Let y E H B such that X n y = O. Then Vq : X q n y = 0 which implies Vq : y ~ x;,
ie., y ~ (xi n ... n Xk). Thus x* = xr n ... n xi;. 0
EXAMPLE. Let B = {B, B1 , B2 }, Bex = {PatI , Pex ,2} for a E {f, 1, 2}, Pa,. = {P~,i,P~,i}
for i E {1, 2} and x = p~ n p~ n P~tl Up~ n p~ n p~,t (see Figure 19).
Then x* = (P~ n p~ n P~,t U p~ U p~] n (P~ n p~ n P~,l UP~ U p~]
= (Pl n p~ nPI,t] U (Pi] U (Pi n p~] U (P} n p~ n P~,l] u (Pi n p~].
LEMMA 14 Every elementary subset of SUB has a complement.
proof: The proof follows that of Lemma 12, with the observation that in SUB, with
x and Zi as defined there, x U UiEIBZi = 1. 0
THEOREM 15 SUB is a Boolean lattice.
proof: A proof similar to that of Theorem 13, using Lemma 14, shows that every
element of SUB has a complement. Since SUB is distributive, complements are unique.
o
DEFINITION 16 u : H B ---+ H B is defined u(x) := x:= x**.
That (j is a closure operation on H 8 can be seen as follows. By Definition 9, (i)
x ~ x** and (ii) x ~ y ::} y* ~ x*. From (i), x* ~ x***; from (i) and (ii), x*** ~ x*;
hence x* = x***. Thus x ~ x, x ~ y :::} x ~ y and x= x.
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The quotient lattice formed by the closed elements of H B with set inclusion as the
order is denoted HB/a. The meet is x A y = x n y. The join is x V y = (x* n y*)*.
It will now be shown that H B / a rv SUB.
LEMMA 17 ¢> : HB --+ SUB defined '¢>(I(X)) = UX is a homomorphism of HB onto
SUB. Moreover, ¢>(I(X)) = 0 iff [(X) = 0 and </>(I(X)*) = ¢(I(X))'.
proof: (i) If x E SUB then x = UX, where X ~ ESB is finite. But I(X) E H B and
</>(I(X)) = x. Therefore ¢> is onto.
(ii) </>(I(X) U I(Y)).= </>(I(X U Y)) = U(X U Y) = UX U UY = </>(I(X)) U ¢(I(Y)).
(iii) ¢(I(X) n I(Y)) = </J(I(Z)) where Z = irr{x n ylx E X, y E Y} and irr reduces a
set to its irredundant elements. ¢(I(Z)) = UZ = (UX)n(u Y) = ¢>(I(X))n¢(I(Y)).
(iv) I(X) = 0 implies X = 0 implies UX = 0 implies ¢(I(X)) = O. On the other
hand, I(X) t= 0 implies X t= 0 implies UX t= 0 implies ¢(I(X)) t= o.
(v) To see that ¢>(I(X)*) = ¢>(I(X))', let y E H B such that </>(y) = ¢>(I(X))'. Then
¢>(I(X) n y) = ¢(I(X)) n ¢>(y) = O. By (iv), I(X) n y = 0 and therefore y ~ I(X)*,
implying 4>{y) ~ 4>{I(X)*). Since </>{I(X)*) n ¢>(I(X)) = 0 implies ¢(/(X)*) ~ 4>(y),
it follows that </J(I(X)*) = </>(I(X))'. 0
THEOREM 18 HB/U rv SUB. Moreover, if I(X) E HB/u then X is exactly the set of
elementary subsets maximal in UX E SUB.
proof: Let ¢>q denote </> restricted to HB/u. </>17 is an isomorphism if it is 1:1 and
onto. ¢>u is onto since ¢J is, and for any I(X) E H B, ¢J(I(X)**) = ¢(I(X))" =
</J(I(X)). To see that ¢Jq is 1:1, suppose ¢(I{X)**) = qS(I(Y)**). By Lemma 17,
¢>(I(X)** n I(X)*) = 0 implies </>(I(Y)** n I(X)*) = 0 implies I(Y)·* n I(X)* = 0
implies I(Y)** ~ I(X)·*. A symmetrical argument yields I(X)** ~ I(Y)*·. Then
I(X)** = I(Y)**. Thus HB/u tV SUB.
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Now let x = UX E SUB, and I(Z) = I(X)** E HB/u. Suppose y E ESB such
that y ~ x. Then y n x' = 0 and therefore ¢(I(y) n I(X)*) = o. This implies that
I(y) n I(X)* = 0 and therefore I(y) ~ I(X)**. But then y E I(X)** = I(Z) and
hence 3z E Z : y ~ z. Thus the elements of Z are exactly the maximal elementary
subsets of UZ E SUB. 0
Therefore the set of maximal elementary subsets of any subspace of SUB is exactly
the unique set of irredundant generators of the corresponding closed order ideal of
H B •
EXAMPLE. Let B = {Pili = 1, 2}, Pi = {P11i = 1,2, 3}, x = [P~ n (p~ u p~)] u [(pi u
pi) n p~] u [P~ n (p~ u p~)], Y = [P~] U [Pi n (p~ u p~)]. Then x n y = (p~ U pi) n p~ and
xU Y == [Pi] u [(pi U pi) n (p~ u p~)] u [P~]. The elementary subsets forming each union
are maximal. Therefore the ideals generated by the elementary subsets in the unions
for x and yare in HB/O'. Combining these ideals under the operations A and v, one
can see that the results are the ideals generated by the elementary subsets that are
maximal in x n y and x U y, respectively.
DEFINITION 19 Let x == UX E SUB. Let I(X) = I(Xl)U·· ·UI(xk) be the irredundant
decomposition of I(X) E HB into irreducible elements. Then the normal form of x is
defined N(x) := {Xl, ... ,Xk}.
Operations on normal forms are defined to parallel operations of H B / (J.
DEFINITION 20 Let x, y E SUB with normal forms N(x) = {Xl, ... , Xk} and N(y) =
{Yl, ... ,Yl}. ThenN(x)/\N(y):= irr{xqnYrl1 ~ q ~ k,l ~ r ~ I}.
Note that Lemma 7 asserts that the operation irr involves only componentwise
Boolean operations on elementary subsets.
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DEFINITION 21 Let x E SUB. The complement of N(x) is defined as follows.
(i) If x = niEIB
a
POt,i(J~,i) E ESBJ where a = bl .b2•••• .bmJ so that N(x) = {x} then
rv N(x) := U~l[UEIB"v.."I:_l I(Pb1-"" ..bl:_1AJbl.···.bl:_l,i-J~~~:::b:~1,i))] u [UiEIBa I(PaAJa,i
-J~i))]·,
(ii) ffx tJ. ESB andN(x) = {Xl, ... ,Xk}J then rvN(x):= rvN(XI)/\···/\ rvN(Xk).
DEFINITION 22 Let x, y E SUB with normal forms N(x) = {Xl, ... , Xk} and N(y) =
{Yl, ... ,YI}. ThenN(x) VN(y):= "J (rvN(x)/\ rvN(y)).
Thus the algebra with universe equal to the set of normal forms of elements of SUB
and signature {V, /\, rv, 0, I} is a Boolean algebra, the algebra of normal forms. This
algebra is denoted C B = (OB, V, /\, t"V, 0, 1).
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NT
T
NTT
NP
TT NTT
P
TT
8L
PH
Figure 18: An Example of Embedded Bases.
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1
Pl,2
2
Pl,2
1
P2,2
2
P2,2
1
PI,!
2
PI,l
p~
1
P2,1
2
P2,1
p~
p~
Figure 19: Example Illustrating Pseudocomplement (x is the shaded area).
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